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Abstrat. Numerial omputations form an essential part of almost

any real-world program. Traditional approahes to termination of lo-

gi programs are restrited to domains isomorphi to N , more reent

works study termination of integer omputations. Termination of om-

putations involving real numbers is umbersome and ounter-intuitive

due to rounding errors and implementation onventions. We present a

novel tehnique that allows us to prove termination of suh omputa-

tions. Our approah extends the previous work on termination of integer

omputations.

1 Introdution

Numerial omputations form an essential part of almost any real-world

program. Clearly, in order for a termination analyser to be of pratial

use it should ontain a mehanism for proving termination of suh om-

putations. However, this topi attrated less attention of the researh

ommunity. Most of the approahes suggested so far were restrited to

programs depending on integer omputations only [13, 23℄ or omputa-

tions over domains isomorphi to the set of natural numbers N [20℄. The

reason for doing so is that, as shown by Dershowitz et al. [13℄, termin-

ation of omputations with real numbers, may be ounter-intuitive, i.e.,

the atually observed behaviour does not neessary oinide with the the-

oretially expeted one

1

. DiÆulties enountered while working with the

implementations of real numbers explain why some Prolog implementa-

tions, suh as Open Prolog [7℄, do not inlude real-numbers arithmetis.

The reason for these diÆulties is that the real numbers represen-

ted by omputer are not mathematial objets, but their oating-point

approximations.

1

Examples provided in [13℄ ontain uts; however, similar behaviour an be observed

if ut is exluded from the language.



Example 1. Consider the following programs.

(P

1

) p(X) X > 0;X1 is X � 0:25; p(X1):

(P

2

) q(X) X > 0;X1 is X � 0:75; q(X1):

(P

3

) r(X) X > 0;X1 is X � 0:25; r(X1):

If the numbers onsidered were real numbers, p(1) and q(1) would not

terminate with respet to P

1

and P

2

, respetively, while r(1) would ter-

minate with respet to P

3

. However, omputers do not work with the

reals, but with the oating point numbers and omputations are impre-

ise due to the rounding. For example, SICStus [25℄ rounds 3�10

15

�0:25

to 3 � 10

15

, resulting in non-termination of r(3 � 10

15

) with respet to

P

3

.

Despite the similarity between P

1

and P

2

the termination behaviour

of p(1) and q(1) with respet to the programs is ompletely di�erent.

That is, p(1) terminates with respet P

1

and q(1) may not terminate

with respet to P

2

. The reason is that if rounding is done to the nearest

value, then for some t, t�0:75 an be rounded upwards to t. On the other

hand, for all s, s � 0:25 an never be rounded to s, sine 0 is always loser

to s � 0:25 than s.

The rounding to the nearest poliy is the default rounding poliy.

However, a user an speify the rounding to be done, for example, to-

ward zero. In this ase, both p(1) terminates with respet to P

1

and q(1)

terminates with respet to P

2

. 2

Example 1 shows that termination depends on the domain of the

omputation. However, in the early days of omputing the domain of the

oating point numbers was ompletely depending on the atual imple-

mentation, making the analysis almost impossible. To solve this problem

a number of standards [1, 2, 17℄ were suggested. As the following example

hints, the existing situation, disussed in Setion 3, is still not free from

anomalies.

Example 2. As we have seen in the previous example, if the rounding to

the nearest value is assumed, q(1) does not terminate with respet to P

2

.

The following program P

4

is logially equivalent to P

2

.

(P

4

) q(X) 1 +X > 1;X1 is X � 0:75; q(X1):

In general, one might expet 1+X > 1 to be equivalent to X > 0 and q(1)

to be non-terminating with respet to P

4

in the same way as it does not
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terminate with respet to P

2

. However, q(1) turns out to be terminating

with respet to P

4

!

The reason for this is that the preision of oating-point numbers near

0 is muh higher than near 1. Thus, there exist real numbers r, suh that

r > 0 holds, but 1+ r is omputed to be equal to 1. When suh a number

is omputed, the test 1 +X > 1 fails and the omputation terminates. 2

Even more surprising behaviour an be observed if non-numerial val-

ues are onsidered. Those are required by the standards to make the

arithmeti funtions total. For example, 1:0=0:0 is de�ned to be +1,

while 0:0=0:0 to be nan. Moreover, zero is required to be signed, meaning

that there should be two values representing zero: 0:0 and �0:0. The val-

ues should be numerially equal, that is, 0:0 =:= �0:0 should hold. As

the following example illustrates, these values an result in an extremely

ontrived behaviour.

Example 3. Consider the following program:

r(X) Y is 1=X; s(Y ):

s(X) X > 0;X1 is X + 1; s(X1):

We would like to study exeution of r(0:0) and of r(�0:0) with respet

to this program. Some Prolog implementations, suh as the MasterPro-

Log [18℄ and the iso-mode of SICStus Prolog [25℄ report an error upon

zero division.

On the other hand, most of the Prolog implementations (CIAO Pro-

log [8℄, ECL

i

PS

e

[3℄ and the default mode of SICStus Prolog [25℄) pro-

due s(+1) for r(0:0) and s(�1) for r(�0:0). The order relationship >

is de�ned on the in�nity values to satisfy +1 > r > �1 for all oating-

point numbers r. Computing s(+1), thus, results in non-termination,

while omputing s(�1) terminates. Thus, surprisingly, there are two

values t

1

and t

2

, suh that t

1

=:= t

2

, r(t

1

) terminates with respet to

this program and r(t

2

) does not terminate with respet to it. 2

Despite of these anomalies we are going to base our termination ana-

lysis, presented in Setions 4 and 5, on the standards disussed.

2 Preliminaries

We follow the standard notation for terms and atoms. A query is a �nite

sequene of atoms. Prediate ourring in an atom A is denoted rel(A).

3



Atom

P

is a set of all atoms that an be onstruted from the language

underlying P , B

E

P

is a quotient set of Atom

P

modulo the variant relation.

An SLD-tree onstruted using the left-to-right seletion rule is alled an

LD-tree. A query Q LD-terminates for a program P , if the LD-tree for

(P;Q) is �nite.

The following de�nition is similar to De�nition 6.30 [5℄.

De�nition 1. Let P be a program and p, q be prediates ourring in it.

We say that

{ p refers to q in P if there is a lause in P that uses p in its head and

q in its body.

{ p depends on q in P and write p w q, if (p; q) is in the transitive

losure of the relation refers to.

{ p and q are mutually reursive and write p ' q, if p w q and q w p.

We reall some basi notions, related to termination analysis with

respet to sets of queries. A level mapping is a funtion j � j: B

E

P

! N .

The all set [11℄, Call(P; S), is the set of all atoms A, suh that a variant of

A is a seleted atom in some branh of the LD-tree for P[f Qg, for some

Q 2 S. The following de�nition [24℄ generalises the notion of aeptability

with respet to a set [10, 11℄ by extending it to mutual reursion.

De�nition 2. Let S be a set of atomi queries and P a de�nite program.

P is aeptable with respet to S if there exists a level mapping j � j suh

that

{ for any A 2 Call(P; S)

{ for any lause A

0

 B

1

; : : : ; B

n

in P , suh that mgu(A;A

0

) = � exists,

{ for any atom B

i

, suh that rel(B

i

) ' rel(A) and for any .a.s. � for

 (B

1

; : : : ; B

i�1

)� holds that

j A j > j B

i

�� j :

It was shown in [10℄ that a program is aeptable with respet to a set if

and only if it is LD-terminating for all queries in the set.

While studying omputations relaying on the reals, �nding a level

mapping that satis�es De�nition 2 might be diÆult. Thus, a notion of

the level mapping is extended to mappings to non-negative real numbers:

j � j: B

E

P

!R

+

. However, the usual aeptability derease is insuÆient to

ensure termination, sine the reals are not well-founded. In order to obtain

the well-foundedness, and hene to prove termination, in the de�nition

above we should require the existene of " > 0 suh that for any A,
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A

0

 B

1

; : : : ; B

n

, B

i

and � as above holds that j A j � j B

i

�� j� ". This

ondition is equivalent to De�nition 2. Indeed, if there is a level-mapping,

satisfying De�nition 2, " an be taken equal to 1. On the other hand, if

there exist a mapping to non-negative real numbers j � j and " > 0 that

satisfy the ondition above then j � j

2

de�ned as j t j

2

=

j

jtj

"

k

satis�es the

aeptability ondition. Thus, instead of using the aeptability ondition

of De�nition 2, we apply the equivalent ondition, whih we also all

aeptability.

In [23℄ we extended the previous work on a onstraints based approah

to termination [12℄ to inlude integer omputations. The main diÆulty

that has to be solved was the non well-foundedness of integers. We illus-

trate the approah proposed by means of example and refer the reader

to [23℄ for further details.

Example 4. We are interested in proving termination of the set of queries

fp(n) j n is an integerg with respet to the following program:

p(X) X > 1;X < 100;X1 is �X

2

; p(X1):

p(X) X < �1;X > �100;X1 is X

2

; p(X1):

Let $1 denote the �rst argument. The �rst lause is appliable if the

onstraint 

1

� 1 < $1 < 100 holds for p(X), the seond one, if 

2

�

�100 < $1 < �1 holds for p(X). Thus, termination of p(X) for 

3

�

($1 � �100 _ �1 � $1 � 1 _ $1 � 100) is trivial. Moreover, if 

1

holds

and the �rst lause is applied, then either 

2

or 

3

hold for the reursive

all. We use this observation and speialise the program with respet

to 

1

; 

2

and 

3

(f. [28℄), that are alled adornments and the program

transformation is alled adorning. In general, adornments are onstruted

as onjuntions of (disjuntions of) omparisons. The following program

is obtained:

p



1

(X) X > 1;X < 100;X1 is �X

2

;�100 < X1;X1 < �1; p



2

(X1):

p



1

(X) X > 1;X < 100;X1 is �X

2

;

(X1 � �100; (�1 � X1;X1 � 1);X1 � 100); p



3

(X1):

p



2

(X) X < �1;X > �100;X1 is X

2

; 1 < X1;X1 < 100; p



1

(X1):

p



2

(X) X < �1;X > �100;X1 is X

2

;

(X1 � �100; (�1 � X1;X1 � 1);X1 � 100); p



3

(X1):

At the next step three natural level mappings are de�ned. In general,

j p

a

1

^:::^a

n

(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) j is a weighted sum of j p

a

i

(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) j's. If a

i

is a

5



disjuntion the orresponding level mapping is zero, otherwise a

i

= E

1

�E

2

for some expressions E

1

; E

2

and � 2 f>;�g. Then j p

a

i

(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) j is

(E

1

�E

2

)(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) if E

1

(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) � E

2

(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) and 0 otherwise. In

partiular, if a

i

= $1 > 0, j p

a

i

(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) j= t

1

.

In our ase, the natural level mappings are j p



1

(n) j = 100 � n if

1 < n < 100 and 0 otherwise; j p



2

(n) j = 100 + n if �100 < n < �1 and

0 otherwise, and j p



3

j = 0. Aeptability of the transformed program

with respet to fp



1

(n) j 1 < n < 100g [ fp



2

(n) j �100 < n < �1g via

the spei�ed level mappings an be easily veri�ed, implying termination

of the transformed program and, thus, of the original one. 2

3 Standardisation of arithmetis

The aforementioned standards [1, 2℄ de�ne a set of oating-point values,

F , as a �nite subset of the set of real numbers R, haraterised by �ve

parameters: the \base" of the number system, also alled the radix, r 2 N ;

the number of radix digits provided by F , also alled the preision, p 2 N ;

the smallest and the largest exponents of F , emin 2 Z and emax 2 Z,

where Z denotes the set of integers, and a boolean ag denorm being true

if F ontains denormalised numbers (see further).

Given spei� values for the parameters, the set of normalised oat-

ing point values F

N

is f0;�i � r

e�p

j i; e 2 Z; r

p�1

� i � r

p

�

1; emin � e � emaxg and the set of denormalised oating point val-

ues F

D

is f�i � r

emin�p

j i 2 Z; 1 � i � r

p�1

� 1g. The main reason for

introduing denormalised numbers in [17℄ is that the gap between zero

and the smallest normalised number (r

emin�1

) is signi�antly bigger than

the gap between the smallest normalised number and the seond smallest

one (r

emin�1

+ r

emin�p

). This gap near 0 resulted in a number of anom-

alies, suh as x = y being not equivalent with x � y = 0 or 1 � x being

di�erent from x. However, the use of denormalised numbers implies muh

higher preision near 0 than near 1, resulting in non-equivalene of x > 0

and 1 + x > 1, as observed in Example 2. Thus, the ISO/IEC stand-

ard for Language Independent Arithmeti (ISO/IEC 10967) [1℄ leaves

the deision whether the denormalised numbers should be implemented

to the system developer. Formally, the set F is de�ned as F

N

[ F

D

, if

denorm = true, and as F

N

, otherwise.

For onveniene, the following notions are de�ned: the minimal nor-

malised number fmin

N

(= r

emin�1

), the minimal denormalised number

fmin

D

(= r

emin�p

) and F

�

, the set of oating-point values extended

beyond the maximal normalised value.
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These parameters shall and should satisfy the following:

shall 0 < r

1�p

< 0:5; 0 < fmin

N

� 0:5; 0 < fmin

D

� 0:25 (1)

should 0 < r

1�p

< 10

�6

; 0 < fmin

N

� 10

�12

; 0 < fmin

D

� 10

�18

(2)

Using (2) instead of (1) an be justi�ed by the observation that the major-

ity of the implementations meet (2) and, sine variable domains allowed

by (2) are signi�antly smaller, preision of the analysis an be improved.

Example 5. Traditionally, numbers are represented in the binary format,

i.e., r = 2. The IEEE Standard 754 requires for the single format p =

24, emin = �126 and emax = 127, denorm = true. This implies that

fmin

N

� 1:2 � 10

�38

and fmin

D

� 1:4 � 10

�45

. Both (1) and (2) are

satis�ed. 2

Operations on oating point numbers are de�ned as follows. First, the

exat value is omputed. In ase of addition information might be lost at

this step. We assume this doesn't happen, sine neither [1℄ nor [2℄ speify

any requirements on the preision loss at this step, making the analysis

impossible. For other arithmeti funtions information loss is expliitly

prohibited by the standards. Then, the oating point rounding funtion

rnd

F

is applied. Finally, the boundaries of F are heked and an appropri-

ate exeption (oat overow or underow) is thrown if needed. Di�erent

standards speify di�erently whether the exeption may be trapped. IEEE

754 leaves the deision to a higher-level software (for example, a Prolog

system). On the other hand, ISO 10967 and ISO 13211 leave this deision

to a programmer, thus, expliitly prohibiting Prolog systems from trap-

ping exeptions as a default poliy. Example 3 illustrates that most of the

Prolog systems violate the latter requirement. In this paper we assume

that exeptions are not trapped.

Funtion rnd

F

maps the reals to F

�

and shall satisfy for all x 2

R rnd

F

(�x) = �rnd

F

(x) [1℄. From the four rounding modes disussed

in [17℄: to the nearest, toward 0, toward �1 and toward +1, the two last

ones do not satisfy it. This one of the disrepanies between the standards

despite the fat that both of them were adopted by the same institution

(IEC). Thus, we restrit our attention only to the �rst two modes.

The rounding funtion shall satisfy for all x 2 R

jrnd

F

(x)� x j � rnd error � r

e

F

(rnd

F

(x))�p

; (3)

where e

F

(x) is de�ned as blog

r

jx j  + 1 if j x j � fmin

N

and as emin,

otherwise. The requirement that rnd

F

be a rounding funtion implies

that rnd error � 1.

7



Depending on the fat whether rounding is done toward zero or to the

nearest value, the rounding funtion rnd

F

shall satisfy

jrnd

F

(x) j �jx j rounding is done toward zero, (4)

jrnd

F

(x)� x j � 0:5r

e

F

(x)�p

rounding is done to the nearest value.(5)

4 Examples

In this setion we use the formulae of Setion 3 to study the termination

behaviour of a number of examples. We start by programs generalising

Example 1 and then proeed to a more realisti example.

Example 6. The following program is motivated by P

1

and P

2

from Ex-

ample 1. We would like to �nd the values of 0 < � < 1 suh that p(t)

terminates for all oating point numbers t.

p(X) X > 0;X1 is X � �; p(X1):

To ahieve our goal we try to prove termination of p(t) and ollet the

onstraints on � we need to assume. Obviously, p(t) terminates for all

t � 0. Thus, in the remainder we assume t > 0.

At the �rst step, the program is transformed similarly to [23℄. The

following program is obtained:

p

$1>0

(X) X > 0;X1 is X � �;X1 > 0; p

$1>0

(X1):

p

$1>0

(X) X > 0;X1 is X � �;X1 � 0; p

$1�0

(X1):

Next, a level-mapping is hosen to be j p(t) j = t. The level-mapping

is well-de�ned, sine t > 0 and � > 0 are assumed. If p(t) is uni�ed with

the head of the lause, the value to be stored in X1 is either rnd

F

(t�),

oating overow or underow. If one of the later ases ours exeution

terminates. Thus, we restrit our attention only to the ase when the

value stored in X1 is rnd

F

(t�). If we an �nd " > 0, suh that for any t,

t� rnd

F

(t�) � ", the program will be aeptable with respet to fp(1)g.

Assume that rnd

F

has the round to nearest property. Condition (5)

implies j rnd

F

(t�) � t� j � 0:5r

e

F

(t�)�p

. We distinguish between the

following ases:

{ j t� j < fmin

N

. Then, e

F

(t�) = emin and r

emin�p

= fmin

D

. Thus,

j rnd

F

(t�) � t� j � 0:5fmin

D

. Therefore, t � rnd

F

(t�) � t(1 � �) �

0:5fmin

D

. InequalityX > 0 in the lause body implies that t � fmin

D

.

Thus, t� rnd

F

(t�) � fmin

D

(0:5��). In order for the right hand side

to be used as ", it should be positive, that is � < 0:5 should hold.

8



{ j t� j � fmin

N

. Then, e

F

(t�) = blog

r

j t� j + 1 and

j rnd

F

(t�)� t� j � 0:5r

blog

r

jt�j +1�p

� 0:5t�r

1�p

:

Thus, t � rnd

F

(t�) � t(1 � � � 0:5�r

1�p

). Condition (1) requires

r

1�p

� 0:5, i.e., t � rnd

F

(t�) � t(1 � 1:25�). Sine j t� j � fmin

N

,

t > 0 and � > 0 also t � fmin

N

=� should hold. Then, t� rnd

F

(t�) �

fmin

N

(1� 1:25�)=�. To make the right-hand side expression positive

� < 0:8 should hold. Let fmin

N

(1� 1:25�)=� be a andidate for ".

Summarising the two ases we obtain that � < 0:5 should hold and that

" an be hosen as min (fmin

D

(0:5 � �); fmin

N

(1� 1:25�)=�). Thus, for

any t, t� rnd

F

(t�) � ", the program is aeptable with respet to fp(1)g

and termination is proved.

It should be noted that in atual Prolog implementations termination

of p(t) with respet to the program above may also be observed if � = 0:5.

However, ISO standard for language independent arithmeti does not

speify the behaviour of rnd

F

(x) if x is exatly halfway between two

values and rounding upwards in this ase will result in non-termination.

Assume now that rnd

F

has the round toward zero property. In this

ase j rnd

F

(x) j � j x j should hold for all x. Sine � > 0 and t > 0, t� >

0 and rnd

F

(t�) � rnd

F

(0). Requirements of the standards also imply

rnd

F

(0) = 0. Thus, rnd

F

(t�) � 0, rnd

F

(t�) � t� and t�rnd

F

(t�) � t(1�

�). As above, the body onstraint X > 0 means t � fmin

D

. Therefore,

t � rnd

F

(t�) � fmin

D

(1 � �). The right hand-side is positive for all

0 < � < 1 and " = fmin

D

(1��). Thus, if rounding happens toward zero,

p(t) terminates for all t for all �. 2

Now onsider another example, very similar to the one we have seen

before, but signi�antly di�ering from it in its termination behaviour.

Example 7. Let P be the following program, extending P

3

from Example 1.

q(X) X > 0;X1 is X � �; q(X1):

where � > 0. In theory, q(t) should terminate for all � and all t. Termin-

ation of q(t) for t � 0 is obvious. Thus, we assume t > 0. After adorning

the following program is obtained:

q

$1>0

(X) X > 0;X1 is X � �;X1 > 0; q

$1>0

(X1):

q

$1>0

(X) X > 0;X1 is X � �;X1 � 0; q

$1�0

(X1):

Choosing jq(t) j = t, applying the same tehnique as above to infer " and

assuming rounding to nearest poliy, one gets rnd

F

(t � �) � (t � �) +

9



0:5r

1�p

(t� �) if t� � � fmin

N

and rnd

F

(t� �) � (t� �) + 0:5fmin

D

if

t�� < fmin

N

. Thus, in the �rst ase t�rnd

F

(t��) � ��0:5r

1�p

(t��).

Sine t is not bounded from above, one annot laim the right hand side

expression to be positive for all t. Therefore, we annot �nd " as above and

suspet non-termination. Indeed, for t muh bigger than �, rnd

F

(t � �)

might be omputed to be equal to t, starting non-terminating exeution.

As we've seen in Example 1 SICStus Prolog [25℄ rounds 3 � 10

15

� 0:25

to 3� 10

15

.

Preision of this analysis might be improved if information on the all

set is available, suh as that Call(P; q(t

0

)) � fq(t) j t � t

0

g for a given

goal q(t

0

). This would provide the desired upper bound on the values

of t and we will be able to laim the right hand side expression to be

positive for � >

t

0

r

1�p

2+r

1�p

. This allows us to onlude termination of q(t

0

)

for � > max (

t

0

r

1�p

2+r

1�p

; 0:5fmin

D

). The spei�ed information about the all

set an be dedued by the methods suggested in [19℄.

Similarly to the previous example, if rounding is done toward zero,

termination an be shown for all � and all t by observing that rnd

F

(t�

�) � t� � implies t� rnd

F

(t� �) � � and � > 0 is given. 2

Finally, onsider a more realisti example.

Example 8. A bank has speial onditions for deposits between 100 and

1000 euros on savings aounts. Every year it grants 5% and harges

1 euro for the aount management. The onditions terminate when the

deposit reahes 1000 euros. The following program omputes the maximal

number of years lients may enjoy the speial onditions as a funtion of

their investments.

years(Investment;Years) Investment > 100;

Investment < 1000; ompute(Investment; 1;Years):

ompute(Balane; Y;Years) Balane < 1000;

NewBalane is 1:05 � Balane� 1; Y 1 is Y + 1;

ompute(NewBalane; Y 1;Years):

ompute(Balane; Y;Years) Balane � 1000;Years is Y:

We would like to prove termination of years(f; v), where f is a oating-

point number and v is a variable. Transforming the program as explained

in [23℄, obtain:

years(Investment;Years) Investment > 100;

Investment < 1000; Investment < 1000;

10



ompute

$1<1000

(Investment; 1;Years):

ompute

$1<1000

(Balane; Y;Years) Balane < 1000;

NewBalane is 1:05 � Balane� 1; Y 1 is Y + 1;

NewBalane < 1000; ompute

$1<1000

(NewBalane; Y 1;Years):

ompute

$1<1000

(Balane; Y;Years) Balane < 1000;

NewBalane is 1:05 � Balane� 1; Y 1 is Y + 1;

NewBalane � 1000; ompute

$1�1000

(NewBalane; Y 1;Years):

ompute

$1�1000

(Balane; Y;Years) Balane � 1000;Years is Y:

As explained above, in order to prove termination it is suÆient to

show that there exists " > 0, suh that

j ompute

$1<1000

(balane; y; years) j �

j ompute

$1<1000

(new balane; y1; years) j� ";

for all alls to ompute

$1<1000

. The only inequality we have in the seond

lause is Balane < 1000, therefore j ompute

$1<1000

(balane; y; years) j

is de�ned as 1000� balane if balane < 1000 and as 0, otherwise. Then,

in order to prove termination there should exists " > 0, suh that for all

100 < balane < 1000

(1000 � balane)� (1000 � rnd

F

(rnd

F

(1:05balane)� 1)) � ":

Assume that the rounding funtion has the round to nearest property. We

are going to estimate rnd

F

(rnd

F

(1:05balane)� 1). Sine balane > 100,

it holds that 1:05balane � fmin

N

and rnd

F

(1:05balane) � 1 � fmin

N

.

Thus, rnd

F

(rnd

F

(1:05balane)� 1) � (1:05balane(1� 0:5r

1�p

)� 1)(1�

0:5r

1�p

). Then, rnd

F

(rnd

F

(1:05balane)� 1)� balane � balane(0:05 +

0:2625r

2(1�p)

� 1:05r

1�p

) � 1 + 0:5r

1�p

. In order the right-hand side ex-

pression to be used as ", it should be positive. First of all, (2) implies

0:2625r

2(1�p)

� 1:05r

1�p

+ 0:05 > 0. Seond,

balane >

1� 0:5r

1�p

0:05 + 0:2625r

2(1�p)

� 1:05r

1�p

(6)

should hold. One an show that the fration on the right-hand side is

monotonially inreasing as a funtion of r

1�p

. Condition (2) requires

r

1�p

� 10

�6

, implying that if balane >

1�0:5�10

�6

0:05+0:2625�10

�12

�1:05�10

�6

, then

(6) holds for this balane and all possible values of r and p. Inequal-

ity balane > 100 implies the latter ondition, and thus, (6). Therefore,

balane(0:05 + 0:2625r

2(1�p)

� 1:05r

1�p

) � 1 + 0:5r

1�p

> 0 and hoos-

ing " as balane(0:05 + 0:2625r

2(1�p)

� 1:05r

1�p

) � 1 + 0:5r

1�p

proves

termination. 2
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5 Toward the automation of the approah

In the previous setion we have analysed a number of examples. The

analysis followed the same pattern: infer the set of alls [19℄ (sometimes

omitted in the examples, if the derease an be shown for all values). We

assume that the exeution doesn't result in an exeption as this obviously

means termination. Next we apply the tehnique of [23℄ to infer level-

mappings, onstrut aeptability dereases and try to prove them using

the formulae reited in Setion 3.

The most intriguing step of proving termination is the last one, namely,

proving that there exists " as required. Assume that the rounding is done

to the nearest value. Then (5) implies that for all x 2 R holds, that

lo(x) � rnd

F

(x) � hi(x), where lo and hi are de�ned as

lo(x) =

�

x� 0:5fmin

D

if jx j < fmin

N

x� 0:5 jx j r

1�p

if jx j � fmin

N

hi(x) =

�

x+ 0:5fmin

D

if jx j < fmin

N

x+ 0:5 jx j r

1�p

if jx j � fmin

N

If the rounding is done toward zero, similar de�nitions for lo and hi are

obtained from (3) and (4).

For the further analysis we need an underestimate for the size of the

all to the head and an overestimate for size of the all to the reursive

subgoal. These an be omputed from the basi inequalities of the form

lo(x) � rnd

F

(x) � hi(x) by using well-known priniples of interval arith-

metis, suh as a � x � b;  � y � d ) a +  � x + y � b + d, and

repeatedly applying the following equivalenes, seen as a term-rewriting

system (� 2 f>;�;�; <g):

lo(x) � y ,

�

x� 0:5fmin

D

� y if jx j < fmin

N

x� 0:5 jx j r

1�p

� y if jx j � fmin

N

hi(x) � y ,

�

x+ 0:5fmin

D

� y if jx j < fmin

N

x+ 0:5 jx j r

1�p

� y if jx j � fmin

N

Example 9. Reall Example 8. We need to underestimate the value of

rnd

F

(rnd

F

(1:05balane)�1). Then, lo(1:05balane) � rnd

F

(1:05balane)

and lo(lo(1:05balane) � 1) � rnd

F

(rnd

F

(1:05balane) � 1). In order

to determine the value of the underestimate we have to know whether

j lo(1:05balane)�1 j < fmin

N

or j lo(1:05balane)�1 j � fmin

N

. Applying

12



the equivalenes above results in a set of nine inequalities without either lo

or j � j . Together with the information obtained from (2) (should satisfy)

and from the program (Balane > 100) the latter inequalities are posed

to a onstraint solving system. The following queries

2

are the suessful

ones in ECL

i

PS

e

[3℄ (the variable RP orresponds to r

1�p

):

(a) should satisfy(RP,FMinN,FMinD),Balane>100,

1.05*Balane >= FMinN, 1.05*Balane*(1-0.5*RP) >= FMinN + 1.

(b) should satisfy(RP,FMinN,FMinD),Balane>100,

1.05*Balane >= FMinN, 1.05*Balane*(1-0.5*RP) =< 1 - FMinN.

() should satisfy(RP,FMinN,FMinD),Balane>100,

1.05*Balane >= FMinN, 1.05*Balane*(1-0.5*RP) =< 1 + FMinN,

1.05*Balane*(1-0.5*RP) >= 1 - FMinN.

Observe, that (b) and () sueed due to inability of ECL

i

PS

e

to solve

non-linear onstraints. This shortoming an be resolved either by using

more powerful solvers or by verifying, for example with Maple [27℄, that

given should satisfy and Balane > 100, the maximum of 1 - FMinN

is less than the minimum of 1.05*Balane*(1-0.5*RP), making, thus,

1.05*Balane*(1-0.5*RP) =< 1 - FMinN impossible. Case () an be

similarly eliminated. Thus, the only valid ase is (a) and the minimum of

(1:05balane(1� 0:5r

1�p

)� 1)(1� 0:5r

1�p

)� balanen is to be found. 2

At the next step we try to prove that there exists ", as required by

the aeptability ondition. To do so, we searh "'s for eah lause and

eah pair|all to the head, all to the reursive subgoal|and take the

smallest of them as shown in Example 6. Given a lause and a pair of

alls, Maple an prove the existene of suh an ".

Example 10. If the minimum of (1:05balane(1�0:5r

1�p

)�1)(1�0:5r

1�p

)�

balane is positive, it an be taken as ". Otherwise, aeptability annot

be proved and non-termination is suspeted. Denoting r

1�p

by RP and

running in Maple minimize((1.05*Balane*(1 - 0.5*RP) - 1)*(1 -

0.5*RP) - Balane, Balane=100..infinity, RP=0..1.0e-6); gives

3.9998955. This value is greater than 0 and, thus, an be used as ", om-

pleting the termination proof. 2

6 Conlusion

We have presented an approah to veri�ation of termination for logi

programs with omputations depending on real numbers. To the best

2

The syntax of ECL

i

PS

e

is slightly simpli�ed.
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of our knowledge this is the �rst work in this domain. Termination of

numerial omputations was studied by a number of authors [5, 6, 13, 23℄.

In [5℄ it is laimed that an unhanged aeptability ondition an be

applied to programs in pure Prolog with arithmeti by de�ning the level

mappings on ground atoms with the arithmeti relation to be zero. This

approah ignores the atual omputation, and thus, its appliability is

restrited to programs using some arithmeti but not really relaying on

them, suh as quiksort. Dershowitz et al. [13℄ and Serebrenik and De

Shreye [23℄ restrited their attention to integer omputations only.

Apt et al. [6℄ provided a delarative semantis, so alled �-semantis,

for Prolog programs with �rst-order built-in prediates, inluding arith-

meti operations. In this framework the property of strong termination,

i.e., �niteness of all LD-trees for all possible goals, was ompletely har-

aterised based on appropriately tuned notion of aeptability. However,

this approah studied termination with respet to ideal real numbers and

not with respet to atual oating point omputations. Example 1 il-

lustrates that these two notions of termination are orthogonal. We also

believe that in order for a termination analyser to be of pratial use

termination with respet to oating point numbers should be onsidered.

More researh has been done on termination analysis for onstraint

logi programs [9, 20, 22℄. Sine numerial omputations in Prolog should

be written in a way that allows a system to verify their satis�ability we

an see numerial omputations of Prolog as an ideal onstraint system.

Thus, all the results obtained for ideal onstraints systems an be applied.

Unfortunately, the researh usually restrited to domains isomorphi to

N [20℄, suh as trees and terms. Ruggieri [22℄ provides theoretial har-

aterisation of termination, but doesn't suggest a method to infer level-

mappings required, nor does he study the inuene of impreision inherent

to oating-point omputations.

Muh more attention to the oating point arithmeti was payed out-

side of the logi programming ommunity [4, 14{16, 21, 26℄. However, the

works we are aware of onentrated on preision of numerial omputa-

tions. Some of them suggest alternative exat representations of real arith-

meti, for example using ontinued fration expansions [26℄, sequenes of

linear maps [14℄ or linear frational transformations with non-negative

integer oeÆients [21℄. Other authors apply abstrat interpretation to

infer whether the preision might be lost [4, 15℄. These works tend, how-

ever, to ignore the use of denormalised numbers and the to the nearest

value rounding poliy, both being deisions usually made by system im-

plementors. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work done
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on relating the preision results obtained with the tehniques above with

termination analysis.

We also stress that even our results are ouhed in logi programming

terminology, they are not limited to logi programming per se, as they

fous on properties of oating point numbers and not on language aspets

of logi programs.
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